How we are supporting

Help us make our vision reality.

Our help we are building on three pillars, which make it
possible for you to help concretely and personally:

Education is opportunity
The A and O for sustainable
improvement of living conditions of
the population is a good education.
There are many schools and these
are quite well also in the
backcountry . But they cost money.
With sponsorships for school
children here can be quickly
achieved a lot with relatively little
effort.

Water means life

Support our projects around
Matuu / Kenya.

More and more the lack of clean
drinking water for humans and
animals becomes a focal point. In the
medium term we want to specifically
support well construction projects.
Vision is to be built in five years, at
least two wells.

Kenya needs your help

If nothing else supports...
Basically we want to give primarily with the first two columns
to help themselves. The current situation shows that currently
often direct support in the form of food, medicines or seeds
for the next crop is needed to ensure survival. Therefore
should be possible in emergency situations and direct
assistance. .

For more information or for a presentation of our work (eg
slide show) we will be happy to help. Please contact
Hakuna Matata – Dingolfing für Kenia e.V.
c/o Faith Baumann
8 Hickory Twig Way, Simpsonville 29681, SC
Phone: (864)-248-0529
E-Mail: info@hakunamatata-dgf.de
Internet: www.hakunamatata-dgf.de
Donations:

Paypal-Account
info@hakunamatata-dgf.de

You can help

Who we are?
We are an in November 2009 in Dingolfing / Germany
established charitable organisation. We want to support
the population in one of the poorest regions of Kenya
sustainable. We all work voluntarily, so that donations go
directly and without bureaucracy where needed. Our good
relations in the region allow a direct and uncomplicated
help.

Focus on water supply
Water comes from the tap ?!?
This statement shows how little thought we have to worry about the supply of clean
water. Also, only 100 km south of Mount Kenya, this is quite different.
For family Musyoka there is no water transported directly into the house in a pipe,
there are no well, where water can be pumped away. The supply of water - that can
not almost be called drinking water – takes a very long time every day

The daily fight for water.

The common situation in Kenya
Who listens Kenya thinks more like Safari or white beaches
as drought or famine. This is certainly due to the beautiful
landscapes and well-developed tourism industry. But even
by African standards, the relatively stable political system
with "almost democratic" structures, the Kenya reliable
partnership with the U.S. and Germany also play as a
military base and starting point for activities in Central Africa
a
major
role
for
the
positive
image.

Family Musyoka also has some
colorful canisters and a donkey,
which is by no means selfevident. With this daughter
Catherine makes her way to the
nearest water point, which is
about an hour away. There she
has to wait for several hours in
some cases because lots of
other people are waiting for
water. Then it is her turn, she
may fill the water in the canister
with a small vessel and begin
the arduous way home over
rocky 200feet of altitude.

The 20 gallons of "water"
that would be used with us
at most for watering the
backyard, must be sufficient
for the whole family for a day
for drinking, cooking and
washing.
Also the entire animal - that
is, the few goats, chickens
and two cows to be fed with
the water.

August 2009: Women waiting in front of a water hole
2009: The exception or in future normality???

A well in the village – a dream

The complete failure of the rainy seasons and thus a
complete crop failure exacerbate the problem further.
Thus, a quick action is essential. The existing in deep
layers - high quality water must be made accessible to the
population.

A well - and thus clean drinking
water in the villages supported by
us certainly certainly makes not a
paradise yet, but

It is, however, forget that 99% of Kenya's population are still
desperately poor and live on below $ 1 per day. Thus, the
situation is similar in Kenya as in many other African
countries. Corruption and mismanagement make a few
people getting richer and the majority of the population lives
from
subsistence.
These areas also include the area east of the capital
Nairobi, where we are supporting directly.

guaranteeing the existence of many
families.
saves time and thus creates room
for other economic activities.
protects against disease and the
associated consequences

August 2009: Dry lake

